
Internship - Process Automation / Power Automate (m/f/d) -
REF56677D

Your tasks

For our Global Sales Solutions team within the central Continental Tire
organization we are looking for an intern (m/f/diverse) as soon as
possible to support us in our daily operations. The internship can be
realized for up to 12 months, based on availability.

The position allows a hybrid work style, either from home or in our new
headquarters in Hannover.

As an intern (m/f/diverse) for MS Power Automate, you will work closely
with an international and highly motivated team, to enhance our global
demand process platform.  

Analysis of requirements and provision of topic-specific solutions
based on Power Automate 
Extracting data from SharePoint Pages 
Integration of Power Automate into existing structures 
Troubleshoot, troubleshoot, and run tests to keep Power Automate
running smoothly 
Create custom workflows to improve workflow operations and
increase productivity 
Collaborate with other teams

Your profile

Bachelor’s or master’s degree with a focus on (business) informatics
or similar 
Knowledge of one or more programming languages (e.g., Java, UI
Path) preferred 
Proficiency in MS Power Automate and Power BI highly preferred 
Basic experience in defining APIs is welcome 
Initial knowledge of databases (ER models and SQL)  
Fluent knowledge of German and in English (spoken and written)
Structured and goal-oriented approach 
You have the ability to work together in a team 

Please attach your current certificate of enrollment and also your
current transcripts of records and an extract of certificate for a
mandatory internship. Those documents are mandatory for processing
your application. If required, please submit your valid residence permit
as well as your work permit including the additional sheet.

Applications from severely handicapped people are welcome.

Our offer

What we offer:

Job ID
REF56677D

Field of work
Marketing and Sales

Location
Hanover

Contact
Jana Janotta

Legal Entity
Continental Reifen Deutschland
GmbH



A versatile and varied field of activity in a young and motivated team 
Rapid assumption of responsibility in the described area of
responsibility 
A modern working environment in our new headquarters 
Central location with good transport links and free parking 
Hybrid working (working from home possible by arrangement) 
Regular student get-together 
Attractive remuneration for working with us 
The opportunity to work on real projects and expand your
knowledge  

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.

About us

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for
sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded
in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In
2022, Continental generated sales of €39.4 billion and currently
employs around 200,000 people in 57 countries and markets.

With its premium portfolio in the car, truck, bus, two-wheel and specialty
tire segment, the Tires group sector stands for innovative solutions in
tire technology. Intelligent products and services related to tires and the
promotion of sustainability complete the product portfolio. For specialist
dealers and fleet management, Tires offers digital tire monitoring and
tire management systems, in addition to other services, with the aim of
keeping fleets mobile and increasing their efficiency. With its tires,
Continental makes a significant contribution to safe, efficient and
environmentally friendly mobility. 


